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From Editorial pick: 

Seeing faces nearly a quarter life ago & some cases half-life, feeling institution platform of life, deep dive 

to lane of memory made few fortunate soul “what life is”; YES, this was happened during 5th instant of 

August, where august memories came back for few hours to 10 # NCPIANS at Mumbai Meet platform – 

initiated by Koushik Sarkar -2005, a dedicated & one of the founder members of NCPMANIAC. 

Osmosis: an introduction: - 

Mr. Biswajit Ghosh 1976-Omega Foundry Machinery Limited  

Mr. Koushik Sarkar 2005 -Wipro GE Healthcare  

Mr. Provas Das 1983-ONGC 

Mr. Subir Bysak 1984-ONGC 

Mr. Mrinal Kanti Bose 1983 -INDIAN Navi 

Mr. Uttam Ganguly 1999 -Godrej Industries 

Mr. Jayanta Banerjee 1999- Vishal Structurals Pvt Ltd 

Mrs. Shyamali Malakar 1999- Home Maker  

Mr. Debasish Halder -2004 – Interk (JSW) 

Ms. Sucheta Sinha 2015-New Logic Automation  

Finally, cross everything off monsoon bucket list, and in doing so, snap as many pics as possible to 

remember it all. They have planned an epic weekend getaway with the besties before everyone heads off 

to lane of memories. They could even make it a point to celebrate the end of long break with smiling, 

singing moments followed by tasty lunch.  

This reminds “While you're watching the sunset over the water, make sure to grab your friends for an epic 

squad pic with the beautiful views in the background”. 

A little more mention that Mr. Debasish Halder almost travelled 100 km to attend the auspicious 

day……so love for college & college days……. 

There were few virtual guests from many corners of the world were present. There were a discussion, 

introduction and oath of action. 
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With the help of great explanation from Biswajitda, senior most NCPian, followed by various discussion 

a great outcome chalked out that can be thrilling for NCPMANIAC & NCP students: 

a) More helping hands for accelerating noble causes driven by NCPMANIAC i.e. Scholarship, social 

help 

b) More & more way to help present student for campus drive 

c) More engagement in Reunion in upcoming years 

SEE you SOON………


